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Randy Abate delivered a March presentation, “Climate Change Litigation: A New Mechanism
to Curb Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Enhance Corporate Accountability Within and Outside the
United States,” during the Ninth Annual Pennsylvania Environmental Law Forum (sponsored by the
Pennsylvania Bar Institute). He has been appointed to the Advisory Committee for the Sea Grant
Law Center at the University of Mississippi Law School. The committee consists of 12 ocean and
coastal law experts throughout the nation from law schools, federal and state agencies, and industry, and assists the Law Center with strategic planning, research activities, and outreach initiatives.
Linda Bosniak presented a paper at the conference “Cultural Citizenship: Varieties of
Belonging” at Harvard’s Radcliffe Institute in February. As acting director of Rutgers’ Center For the
Critical Analysis of Contemporary Culture this year, she organized an exciting February conference
on Citizenship and Cultural Difference. Participants included historians, sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, legal scholars, and cultural theorists. Bosniak also is at work on her book,
“The Citizen and the Alien: Dilemmas of Contemporary Membership,” which will be published by
Princeton University Press. She testified before the Education Committee of the New Jersey
Assembly on behalf of pending legislation which would permit young people in an unauthorized
immigration status to attend state universities at the in-state tuition rate. According to her testimony,
principles of both fairness and self-interest support a policy of ensuring opportunities for them to
pursue higher education. She was elected chair of the Immigration Law Section of the American
Association of Law Schools for 2004-05.
Michael Carrier presented “Cabining Intellectual Property Through a Property Paradigm” at
Villanova Law School and at the First Annual Intellectual Property and Communications Law and
Policy Scholars Roundtable held at the Michigan State University College of Law. He published
“Resolving the Patent-Antitrust Paradox Through Tripartite Innovation” in the Vanderbilt Law
Review.
Perry Dane’s article, “Magic and Ritual on Yom Kippur,” appeared in the journal Kerem:
Creative Explorations in Judaism. He presented one of the lead papers during a panel on “Church
Autonomy and the Free Exercise of Religion,” at a conference sponsored by the International
Center for Law and Religion Studies and the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young
University in Utah. The paper, “‘Omalous’ Autonomy,” will be published in an upcoming issue of
Brigham Young Law Review. Dane also presented a paper on Jewish Law and Responses to
Terrorism and Warfare at the Jewish Law Section of the 2004 Annual Meeting of the American
Association of Law Schools in Atlanta. He was an official commentator and participant at the Fourth
Conference of the European-American Law and Religion Consortium, held in Dobogókö, Hungary.
The topic was “The Permissible Scope of Legal Limitations on Freedom of Religion or Belief: A
Comparative Perspective.”
Kim Ferzan’s article, “Defending Imminence: From Battered Women to Iraq,” has been
accepted by the Arizona Law Review. Her article, “Some Sound and Fury from Kaplow and
Shavell,” appeared in the January issue of Law & Philosophy.
Steve Friedell’s article, “A Lump of Coal: Behind the Scenes of The Osceola” was published
in a symposium in the Rutgers Law Journal. The article corrected several misapprehensions about
a Supreme Court case that is a landmark in maritime personal injury law. Friedell coached two
teams in the John R. Brown Admiralty Moot Court Competition. The team of Stephanie Hunnell and
Joseph Kulesa submitted the fourth best brief out of 24 teams. Keith Campbell was the sixth best
oralist out of 60 participants. Friedell also chaired the Jewish Law Section of the AALS conference
in Atlanta, where the topic was “War and Response to Terrorism.”
Sally Goldfarb’s article, “Applying the Discrimination Model to Violence Against Women:
Some Reflections on Theory and Practice,” was published by the American University Journal of
Gender, Social Policy, and the Law as the lead article in a symposium issue on domestic violence
and gender equality. She also authored a chapter in the book “Directions in Sexual Harassment
Law,” published by Yale University Press. Goldfarb continues to provide pro bono assistance on
violence against women issues to the National Organization for Women and to a national organization that assists attorneys working on domestic violence cases. She also provided pro bono assistance to the Human Rights Campaign regarding the proposed federal constitutional amendment to
ban same-sex marriage.
Ellen Goodman’s article, “Spectrum Rights in the Telecosm to Come” was published in the
San Diego Law Review in April. She was asked to be on an advisory committee for the University
of Colorado’s NSF-funded interdisciplinary project titled “Spectrum Management Toward Spectrum
Plenty.” She is developing a new course, Media Law, for Rutgers-Camden.
Beth Hillman is finishing her book manuscript and working on a piece on “Military Tribunals”
for “Oxford’s Encyclopedia of Legal History.” She delivered two invited papers in October, one at
North Carolina Law Review Symposium on Treason and Loyalty in Chapel Hill and another at the
Sexual Worlds, Political Cultures conference in Washington, D.C., sponsored by the Social Science
Research Council.
Harriet Katz’s co-authored article, “Confronting Students: Evaluation in the Process of
Mentoring Student Professional Development,” was published in the Clinical Law Review.
Michael Livingston taught a course, Comparative Tax Policy: The United States and Israel,
to students at Tel Aviv University’s Buchmann Faculty of Law in December. Since Israeli students
rarely let instructors complete a sentence, he found class preparation a good deal faster than the
American variety. Livingston’s new casebook, “Taxation: Law Planning and Policy,” was published
by Anderson Press (Lexis-Nexis) during the same month.
Dennis Patterson completed a two-week Italian lecture tour in Genoa, Bologna, Palermo,
and Venice in January. He was featured in the April issue of South Jersey Magazine as one of the
“Fab Four” faculty at the Rutgers-Camden campus. The article highlights Patterson’s career from
his entry into law practice to his tenure at the Law School. His latest books are “An Anthology to
Legal Theory” (Blackwell) and “Wittgenstein and Law” (Ashgate).
Rand Rosenblatt presented a paper in March at a symposium sponsored by the Vanderbilt
Law Review inspired by the 50th anniversary of Brown v. Board on “Lawyers as Activists: Social
Change Through Civil Litigation.” His paper is titled “Two Dimensions of Brown v. Board: Egalitarian
Interpretation and the Expansion of Social Citizenship.” Rosenblatt also published an article, “The
Four Ages of Health Law,” in the journal Health Matrix, in an invited symposium issue.
Ruth Anne Robbins has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Legal Writing Institute
and begins her four-year term in July. She finalized work on the second edition of her book, “New
Jersey Domestic Violence Practice and Procedure,” which is scheduled for publication this summer.
Allan Stein’s article, “Personal Jurisdiction and the Internet: Seeing Due Process Through
the Lens of Regulatory Precision,” was published in the Northwestern Law Review. He is working
with law school colleagues Alice Dueker, Sandy Gavin, and Don Joseph to develop a new six-hour
upper-level course in Litigation, which will allow students will learn the law of procedure and ethics
by preparing a simulated case for trial. Federal Magistrates Joel Rosen ’73 and Ann Donio ’88 will
teach a lawyering component in which students will interview clients, draft pleadings, take discovery
and argue motions. Stein’s “Civil Procedure” casebook has been adopted by 30 teachers, including
every Civil Procedure section at Stanford Law School.
Bob Washburn co-authored a paper, “Water Wars East of the Mississippi: A Case Study in
Southeastern New Jersey,” which was delivered at the Ground Water and Environmental Law
Conference sponsored by the National Ground Water Association in Chicago in May.
Bob Williams received the Judge Alfred Clapp award for outstanding service to the editorial
board of the New Jersey Law Journal. In February, he spoke at a conference in New Hampshire on
“Twenty Years of State Constitutional Law in New Hampshire”; the article will be published in the
New Hampshire Bar Journal. In March, Williams, working with the Rutgers-Camden Center for
State Constitutional Studies, hosted a conference on Comparative Subnational Constitutional Law
at the Rockefeller Foundation Conference Center in Bellagio, Italy. The participants at this conference formed the International Association of Subnational Constitutional Law. n
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Fifty Years and Still
Running

H

Prof. Roger Clark (center), pictured with members from his running group,
celebrates 50 years of touring the streets of the world.

e’s been running for 50 years,
and, in April, a record 51 runners
and one cyclist joined Prof. Roger Clark for
a special Law School Run. Among the field
were seven alums: Peter Reinhart ’75,
Marvin Towler ’96, Anthony Pugliese ’84,
Jeff Heppard ’81, Mellany Alio ’03, Tom
Ehrhardt ’94, and Frank Brennan ’95.
Reinhart was the first student to run with
Roger at Rutgers, beginning in 1972, and
they did two Boston Marathons together.
Towler flew in from Santa Barbara especially
for the event. Heppard competed in some of
the early Law School Runs, which began in
the late 1970s (although nobody remembers
exactly when).
To celebrate the occasion, Clark
agreed to pay $50 to the APIL Scholarship
fund for each runner who beat him. He came
in 23rd and described the check he handed
over as “the most expensive entry fee in a
long if otherwise undistinguished running
career.” Several other runners also contributed to APIL. Provost Roger Dennis continued his unbeaten streak in the cycling
section of the event.
A half-century is a long time to pound
the pavement, and the native New
Zealander offers some insight into his passion:
1. How long have you been running? When did you start, and why?
Fifty years, beginning in 1954. I began
partly to get fit for rugby football, partly to
train for the high school cross country
champs and partly because I was inspired
by the attempts going on to be the first runner to break four minutes for the mile. Roger
Bannister did it later in the year, but our
New Zealand runner Murray Halberg (later
the 1960 Olympic champ at 5,000 meters),
the American Wes Santee (put out for
accepting money), and the Australian John
Landy were all close. (Halberg won the
Penn relays mile in 1954. He later beat me
by half a mile in the fastest three miles I
ever ran.) In 1994, I found the track in
Oxford where Bannister did it and ran seven
minutes, 59 seconds — 40 years and four
minutes late! I never had any speed, but
found that I had stamina. I eventually won
my high school cross country in 1957. I’d
given up rugby to concentrate on running by
then. (My daughter is now playing rugby for
Middlebury.) I ran through college, of
course, for Victoria University of Wellington.
2. When did the law school’s running club get started? What prompted its
creation?
There is no “club.” It’s totally informal
and word of mouth. I’ve been running with
whoever shows up from my first year here.
In the early years, a few of us went up to
Boston for the marathon, but mostly the
competitive side of it has been the two
school runs in spring and fall and pick-up
teams we put in some of the races in the
area.
3. What’s it like to have Camden as
your race course?
We do the Waterfront and the bridge.
Both are very attractive places and the traffic is not a problem. Most people here are
very friendly. In 32 years here I have had

two bottles and one brick thrown at me in
Camden. I’ve run in much more dangerous
places: New York City, West Philadelphia,
Tokyo, Beijing. In Amman, Jordan, (wife)
Amy (Boss ’75) and I were pelted with
snowballs from rooftops during one of the
few snowfalls there in living memory.
4. Aside from running in Camden,
where else do you run, and in what
venues?
My last marathon was in Boston in
1975. By then my knees were not up to the
training so I have mostly done 5k and fivemile races since. When I was a graduate
student at Columbia during 1967-69 (before
the running boom in the U.S.), I ran in New
York. There were about 40 regulars at the
races there in those days and no New York
Marathon. We ran the marathons in Boston
and Philadelphia. My best place in Boston
was 175 (out of a field of 1,200) in three
hours, three minutes, in 1969. I ran 2.59 (a
bit better than seven minutes a mile) there in
1975 but was much further back in the field
of about 2,500. These days in the 5k, I am
fairly competitive in the 60-69 age group.
There are about half a dozen regulars in the
age group who can always beat me in the
South Jersey/Philadelphia/Wilmington circuit
and another couple of dozen who can’t. I run
8-12 races a year, otherwise I break down.
That happens anyway!
5. Talk about globetrotting: as a
prominent international law scholar, you
travel extensively. Do you run when
you’re abroad?
I have a list of 48 countries on the
back of an envelope in my drawer. Maybe it
will reach 50 this year as I hope to add
Samoa and Thailand. At one point, I had a
competition with a friend in Helsinki to see
who ran most. He creamed me when the
Soviet Union fell apart; we were neck and
neck until then, but he was able to add a
dozen or so overnight. I like the mini-states:
San Marino, Liechtenstein (where I crashed
running down the mountain), the Republic of
Palau (our graduate Arthur Ngiraklsong
’74 is Chief Justice there), and the Vatican
(the Swiss Guards chased me out of St.
Peter’s Square for being in shorts. They
were too slow.). I’ve also run on the slopes
of Mount Kilimanjaro and along the Malecon
in Havana.
6. Why keep running?
I like it. I like the people. I like the competition. It’s good for my head.
7. When students graduate, do they
come back for alumni runs, or keep in
touch to advise you of their growth as
runners?
Yes, several of them come back for the
Law School Runs and we get together for
the occasional race. I think I’ve helped a lot
of people enjoy the sport over the years. My
uncle recently sent me a piece from the
local paper in my home town, Wanganui,
that had a piece about a guy who said I got
him into running in high school in 1956. He’s
still at it.
Graduates interested in joining
Clark for a run may contact him at
rsclark@camden.rutgers.edu. n

